
William Henry Harrison -The Ohio Farmer
Never lived in a cabin, nor worked on a farm.  His

career was his sword as he said so himself.

William Henry Harrison, Masonic
Governor of the Indian Territory,
called the Northwest Territories.

Became the 9th President of the
United States, and the first to
fulfill the prophecy of dying by a
Curse; placed upon the
Presidency (every 20 years) for
the Genocide committed against
my people.



Father –  Of the sons of darkness.  He was a murdering liar since the beginning.  This
Most Worshipful Master, this Father of this Country, as he has been declared, is not our
Father, nor our Master.  We will not worship nor serve this man made god, for worship
belongs to the Master of Life only, and none other.  We can no longer serve two Masters.

The god of Washington is not our God.  The goddess of Washington must not be served.
Jupiter nor Venus nor any other planet whether the sun, moon, or stars will be our gods.
The ‘goat god’ of Washington (Saturn) will not have its ass kissed by us, (as Martin
Luther would have put it) and it is our duty to bring these lawless ones to Justice.

.



Washington, the city, the royal arch, the keystone, the secret is the building outlasts the
mortal mans flesh, and therefore the actual deity, the god, (built by the hands of ‘Min’)





From Planter to Revolutionary
From Planter to President

The Farmer turned his plow into a sword and went forth to murder his brother, the
shepherd who had found favor in the eyes of the Lord; and not under the curse of Heaven,
as he was.

Thus the conflict is as it always was since the beginning; with the sons of the
bondwoman, the sons of darkness, never cease in their persecutions of the sons of light,
the sons of promise, the sons of the freewoman, as it is written.

For the firstborn of Eve, Cain, was a son born of the will of man rather than the will of
God (as was Eve’s 2nd son Able). The communication between Eve and the serpent; who
enlightened her about procreation gave birth to the offspring of the serpent, and the
characteristics of this offspring is consistent throughout history.

The Planter Cain became a builder of fortresses and cities, empires outlasting mortal men
yet carrying on the original mission of the Kingdom, making its founder an immortal,
living, active god being served by his obedient servants (citizens).

The Speculative Farmers (like Operative and Speculative Freemasonry) began to grow
‘alien’ beings from the earth, growing gods.  Just as the Operative Planter would plow the
earth with metal, the Speculative Planter would scar the metal with earth, and make
graven images upon the soil (See Magic Circles and Magic Squares at Sacred
Crossroads) to open door (give birth to those who were below- energies, forces, powers,
principalities, aliens, whatever you want to call them, born from the will of man, non-
creations of God, created like the Frankenstein by men performing ancient rituals and
practicing the Craft, hearing and obeying the same voice, the same god of the Egyptians,
the Babylonians, and the Romans, who have revived their empire upon this North
Country.

It is this god of Iron, this Roman god of war, that was and is the god of Washington, as
ample evidence has been presented and undisputed, and that is why there is no peace
upon the earth, for the Prince of Peace was rejected, and they serve a god of war, a god of
deception, destruction and death.



The earth was capable
of producing a variety
of different things.
The most interesting
of harvests were those
of celestial beings…
‘Homegrown;’ gods.

In Europe the king
who would rule the
whole earth had been
given life…Mars, the
god of war, the god of
iron was being called
forth by man, to be
purified by the fire
and made into a
weapon of destruction
they called progress,
the manifesting of
Destiny, the Mother
goddess, the keeper of
the Tablets of
Destiny, also the
goddess of War, the
consort of her son.

Together they could rule the whole constellation, on earth as it is in the heavens, the
couple of many names; is actually one god, both male and female, as depicted in the
Egyptian Art as Min, having both a breast (Capitol) and erect penis (Obelisk), the ‘sacred
union’ of god and goddess becoming the one ‘Great God’ in their unity…thus the city of
Washington ‘Columbia’ is a combination of these two in perpetual sexual union, just like
in Rome, a city built in compliance to the serpents mandate, to violate the law of God and
make the graven image upon the earth.

This final ‘deal’ made between the serpent and the citizens of earth, as read in the final
book of the Bible, Revelation is exactly what happened at the foundation of this Nation.
For the voice of the serpent convinced certain British officers (who were dabbling in the
Craft and had ‘tapped’ into this voice of enlightenment) to rebel against the Kings
authority and to trespass into a land they were not allowed to go (the garden) to corrupt
and destroy the ‘chosen ones’ that God had originally placed in His garden of paradise.

Unlike the firstborn, celestial bodies, this second creation was made from the earth of His
garden, and in His image.  It was this jealousy of Cain, the farmer, who murdered his
own brother because of the jealousy, the coveting of wanting that which belonged to Abel
(the 2nd born) who did not seem to be under the same curse of Cain, to earn his keep by



the sweat of his brow, to cut down the trees, to remove the stones, to plow the earth, to
plant the seed, to water continually, to weed daily, to pray to the celestial beings to be
kind and not destroy his crops, and finally, to harvest the provisions in order to do it all
again.  All this work so that the earth may sustain their existence, all because they no
longer were allowed in Gods garden, the Paradise.

Cain, the farmer, became Cain the blacksmith, and used iron to put his fellow man in
chains, to do the work in the fields, to put iron to stone and built fortresses, and cities that
gave honor and glory to the accomplishments and military victories, sacred super
structures built by secret geometry opening doorways into all three realms, giving man
access to forbidden knowledge, making anything he put his mind to doing a reality.

The first homicide recorded in human history was of a firstborn, a Planter, killing his own
brother, a shepherd, and thus the beings who originated in the garden were divided
between the farmers and the shepherds, the farmers clearing land, settling down and
fencing their property in and relying on their own labor to survive, while the shepherds
were the wanderers who lived in temporary tents and traveled freely dependent upon God
only as their providers, who had no need for a President or Governor, nor desired to be
like the other Nations, they had no need for slaves to work their fields, or to mine metals

We have failed to understand this connection because we forget that we are indeed flesh,
made from the earth, which explains why the Bible uses the analogy of the wheat and the
tares.  All things are relative, and point to future and past.

The True King was a shepherd, the true son of promise, son of light was a Shepherd,
while the false son of darkness, the son of perdition would like Cain, be a Planter, a
Planter that would make his iron plow into a sword, and commit the sins of their father on
a global and inhumane scale.

This is the real history of America.  This is the fulfillment of the ancient prophecies of the
book of Revelation.  The similarities between the original fall of man, and the final fall of
man is not by chance.  As you will discover the story of the original fall of man mirrors
the final fall of man, and there is indeed nothing new, only a repeat of the original story
with the names the only thing that has changed.

When you understand the real motivation and cause for the birth of this Country then all
the other pieces of the puzzle fall into place and it becomes easy to see what is really
going on down here, and who really is the good guy and who really is the bad guy, in
other words you will be able to shake off the spell of strong delusion and no longer be
deceived and have a much deeper grasp on the reality taking place around you, a reality
of things unseen or unimagined, things that would be considered sci-fi will now become
as real as all these ‘matrixes’ that you deal with everyday, and you will understand what
really is important and what truly is meaningless and trivial.



“Farmers refused to use metal plows because they claimed that the metal poisoned the
soil.”  Even the farmers knew that by impregnating the earth (soil) with the metal plow
resulted in planting a seed of opposition into the earth, a seed that would bloom into war
among man, would sprout into a god of vegetation a god of earth, born from the earth, by
the sweat of mans brow, by disobeying the Creators instruction [to multiply] and obeying
the counterfeit creators instructions [to divide] and conquer, to kill and destroy, then
rebuild a new spiritual.



This revolution taking place in agriculture (the introduction of iron) happened during the
age of ‘enlightenment’ specifically during the Jefferson Presidency, the same President
who made ‘dividing’ the law of the Promised Land, the garden of God, Land that
belonged to the Creator, land that was not polluted by the descendants of Cain, not
polluted by the Neters of old who had ‘visited’ the earth to destroy ‘the chosen ones’ the
Creator had smiled upon, the ‘chosen ones’ who were not under the curse of Cain, did not
have to work and sweat for the earth to provide sustenance, did not have to cut down
trees, move rocks, till the earth, plant the seed, water and weed, and be dependent upon
the planets to look down and smile upon their endeavors, and seek the gods of earth to
protect their crops from disease, or plague.  No these ‘chosen ones’ enjoyed life, family,
and worshipped their Master of Life, these ‘chosen ones’ whose history included their
coming into this promised land by pass through the waves of the ocean by walking upon
dry sand.

The German Moravians as well as the British Protestants were discovering that these Red
Men were actually the lost tribes, and the God of the Bible was the same God that was
the Master of Life to these Indians, who were not ignorant primitive savages, but to the
contrary more advanced, had already learned the mistakes of the other kingdoms, who
had experienced the iron age, but rejected it, having nothing to do with changing the
creations of god into those things he never intended his creation to turn out to be, such as
changing the ores of metals into weapons of war, not to put a sword into a brother, nor a
iron plow into your mother.

Jefferson had big plans for this Promised Land, once he had driven out these ‘Canaanite
heathen.’  Not only were these founding frauders land speculators, they were also mining
companies, timber companies, and farming companies, not to mention the Masons, the
builders of cities ready to plunder the riches of Gods garden, the garden of Paradise, the
Land of the Indians [Indiana] the chosen ones Capitol, today called Indianapolis.

Jefferson secretly and unlawfully purchased the western boundaries of the Capitol of the
Confederation of tribes, enclosing them in, or as Jefferson put it, “Don’t they realize that
all we have to do is close our fist to crush them?”

Secret land purchases opened up the land for the investors to flood in, the land companies
selling land and farming equipment, ‘modern’ farming equipment that made their labor
not so intense, the iron companies who would make these Indian lands the major
producer of iron, a major producer of limestone, for building the kingdom of Washington.

The introduction of the decimal as the law of the land, of this Promised Land, this garden
of God laid the foundation, beginning in Eastern Ohio, at the ‘point of the beginning’ and
began laying the invisible foundations, measured the land into magic squares, sun squares
(equals 666), and began putting iron into the earth, and poisoning the soil, bringing forth
the god of vegetation, the god of earth, the son of Mars, and goes forth to steal, kill, and
destroy.



The major iron deposits in the northern section of the Northwest Territories required hard
labor to extract the metal, thus slaves were made of the original occupants to harvest the
ore from the earth, to cut down ten acres of trees to melt the ore and change it into the
iron needed to wage war, to steal, kill, and destroy, to make the metal guns, the cannons,
the iron ships of war, the trains the tracks, this paradise had it all, and no longer would
they bow to England, for they had everything they needed to become the most powerful
nation in the world, if only they could steal the garden of God, and somehow rid this land
of its occupants, these ‘chosen ones’, these primitive uncivilized savages.

It was Harrison’s job to manifest destiny, to civilize these heathen, to put them back in
bondage, to make them productive servants of Washington.  There was one group in
particular target for destruction, and that was this group of Protestant Separatist, German
Moravians who was experiencing a revival having united with the Shawnee and its
Confederation of tribes who saw Washington as the offspring of the Serpent, and the
Pope’s continuation of persecution upon the Saints.

The Great Awakening

When Government violates, or compels its citizens to disobey the Creator and his Laws,
that government abrogates its authority, and the followers of that Faith (that the
government has decided to desecrate and profane) have the duty to separate and
challenge that government about the reality of their claim of authority over us, the Saints.

The State has declared itself a goddess, as Washington had publicly and officially
declared himself a God, the Most Worshipful Master, first in the hearts of his creations,
Father (Pope) over the heavenly pantheon, he who mounts the clouds, seated on the
rainbow, surrounded by his hosts and heavenly hosts.

NOTE: In this depiction of Washington as God, on the ceiling of the Nations Capitol,
called the Apotheosis of Washington, the god Mercury (Egyptians called him Thoth, the
god of knowledge, understanding, reason, and enlightenment, and thus the foundations of
their ‘gateways’ (pyramids) is built upon the magic square of Mercury, upon 13 acres of
land.  This god of secret knowledge is shown communicating with the Guardian of
William Henry Harrison, the one who sent Harrison into Paradise, into the ‘Promised
Land’ and to take the land by force from these self proclaimed ‘chosen ones’

The Great Awakening, the pre-Revolution revival, credited for triggering the call for
Independence from British rule (authority) was a revival that deceived European
Protestant immigrants to believe Americans were the ‘chosen ones’ that had crossed the
waters to take possession of the promised land, but only if they drove these Red
Canaanites from the lands, proving that they were indeed Israel, and the Indians pagan
Canaanites deserving no sanctuary, or as it was announced in those days of the end, “No
quarter to Indians, man, woman, or child.” – David Williamson, the ‘Gnadenhutten
butcher.’



The Reformation of the Red Man, of the tribes encouraged to return to their original
ideals, to keep their religious ceremonies, the ‘chosen ones’ had been reached by the
missionary efforts of German Protestant Separatist, called Moravians, who like other
Protestant founders had realized ‘that God indeed is working mightily among the Red
Man.

They were returning to their original ideals, obeying the voice of the Master of Life, and
not bowing their knees to this Masonic Most Worshipful Master, this Land Speculator,
who desired to put man into bondage, to serve him, to worship his gods, which are many,
but with the Red Man it was different, with the Red Man it could be nothing but total
destruction, a total genocide of those who dare attempt to expose Washington as the Son
of Perdition.

Truth has many benefits, but the most important goal of this truth is self-preservation, to
save that which was lost, to preserve life, and to re-establish Justice, to put an end once
and for all to death, war, and destruction, to get man to stop perpetuating the works of the
Devil.

The early Church, (the Jewish followers of Christ) believed that they were living in the
End of Days, the End Times, as they were being persecuted and thrown to the lions and
made a sport of in the arenas, their persecution was a confirmation of the story.

Their persecution and suffering at the hands of an evil empire, who seemed to have been
given power and authority from ‘some other god’ was confirmation of this Revelation
that this ‘power and authority’ (of this evil empire built in obedience to the serpents
mandate [Rev. 13]) was given this to this King/Kingdom for its compliance to the will of
the serpent (to make the image of the beast) thus its rebellion to the 2nd Commandment of
God.

Their persecution was confirmation, for had it not been written in Revelation that the sign
of the end times will be that the Saints will be powerless against the Kingdom of Anti-
Christ, for this final kingdom of Antichrist will have power and authority given it by the
Great Serpent, the Devil.

Christians in America today are claiming that this is the End of Days, saying that the
Apocalypse is upon us, yet there is one thing missing…persecution by the State (so it
would seem)

American Christians claim that it is the Constitution of the United States that is their
protection, preventing the State from persecuting citizens for their religious convictions,
the persecution could never happen to them as Americans.

But maybe the reason there is no persecution by the State is not because of a law or
document, but because the Church is sleeping with the Beast.  The reason why American
Christians are not being persecuted (as it is written) is because they love the Beast, they



are sleeping with it, as a contrary whore, paying her lover, (serving / obeying) her Most
Worshipful Master.

They don’t see any persecution because they have lost their reformation once again and a
revival is necessary to return to the old ways, they don’t see they are indeed being
persecuted by the deity called the State, who has been caught desecrating the Sacred
Word / Law of God, profaning the Cross and Commandments by uniting them with the
graven image of their fertility gods erect penis, building temples to their goddess of War,
and making monuments to their pagan War god, Mars whose foundation (the centerpiece
of Indiana) is built upon sorcery and black magic, Egyptian magic circles, 5-pointed stars
and Babylonian magic squares.

While they claim there is a separation of Church and State, the State uses black magic
and high sorcery in the design of their State, they will apotheosis into an official goddess
to be served and obeyed (bow down)  The State desecrates and profanes that which is
most sacred and loved, and put their defilement up for public display.  They make you
work and take your money to erect graven images of their goat gods and whore
goddesses, and have you under their spell, calling their evil deeds righteous, and their
crimes against humanity heroic deeds.  All this had been foretold as signs of the end.

The Disciples of Christ were also concerned about the End of times and what would be
some of the signs or indicators of this End of the World.  Christ claimed that there would
be wars and rumors of wars (no doubt since mankind is obeying the voice of the god of
war) and there would be signs in the heavens, and earthquakes in divers places.

It would seem that everything happens in threes for a sign, and this story is no different.
For example, during the time of Christ, there were signs in the heavens (Stars / Comets)
and three recorded ‘shakings’ (earthquakes) one at Christ death, one at Christ
resurrection, and one to set the early disciples of Christ, (at the time captives) free.

There was another time when Christians believed the end of the world was at hand, when
the personification of the Antichrist came into reality in the form of Islam.  Europe was
united under the New World Order, the New Rome, the Holy Roman Empire, an evil
polytheistic, pagan empire that had become Christianized under Constantine.

With all of Europe becoming Christian, the Arab world responded with a new religion
that was founded on the rejection of the Christians foundation of their faith. (that God had
begotten a Son)

Islam was founded by a prophet named Mohammed, who claimed that he received divine
revelation from an violent angel who choked him until he agreed to recite the message
that God did not begat a Son, that it was a monstrous thing to say such a thing, a claim so
damning it could destroy the world, as so came forth the Jihad, or Holy Wars of Islam,
spreading Islam by the sword and expanding the boundaries of the Islamic Empire, the
kingdom of the false prophet.



Islamic law claims that professing or believing that God begat a son is an unforgivable
sin, and punishable by beheading or some other public execution, and this law continues
today in our modern, ‘civilized’ global society.

Islam was to restore the balance of power in the Old World, as Rome became Christian;
Islam came forth to defend paganism as can be attested by the symbol of Islam (the 5-
pointed star and crescent moon) as well as the name of the deity of Islam called Allah.

Allah, according to Time Life World Library  the Arab World, “Allah was the name of
the supreme pagan deity of pre-Islamic Arabia.”  It was this ‘Supreme pagan deity” that
all the tribes united under to wage war against this ‘Christian’ global empire, and the
message of the angry angel was the foundation and justification for the war against the
Saints.

The Capitol of the Holy Roman Empire was moved away from its wicked past, and city
built to honor Caesar and his pantheon of gods, to Istanbul Turkey, and the Crusades
were born to defend the Church from the threat of Islam, which they clearly understood
to be the fulfillment of the ancient prophecies concerning the coming of Antichrist.

For the Bible claims that Antichrist; are those who deny the only begotten Son of God,
and Islam’s foundation was on the rejection of this Son of God.  “Allah begets not nor is
begotten, there is none like unto him” is the creed and foundation of Islam, while the
Bible claims that Christ said, “If you have seen me, you have seen the Father, for the
Father is in me, and I in Him”

So the battle of Armageddon began, the End of the World was at hand, once again
Jerusalem had been invaded by Islam (who had built a mosque upon the Holy Hill that
belonged to God – today called the Dome of the Rock [stone worshippers-see Mecca
Kaaba cornerstone] and once this ‘abomination of desolation’ is removed, the 2nd coming
would take place, and Christ would return to Jerusalem and establish his domain upon the
earth).

But this never happened, to the contrary, the Temple Mount was taken once again by the
sword of Islam and the pagans Dome of the Rock remains on the Temple Mount to this
day.  The fall of the Capitol of the Holy Roman Empire into the hands of the Muslims as
well as the City of Jerusalem put Europe into the Dark Ages, a time when nobody knew
for sure anything; it did not end as they thought it was written.  Did this mean that the
Church of Christ had been defeated by Antichrist?  Dark days indeed.

Somehow the Antichrist had taken over the kingdoms of the earth, had defeated The
Master of Life, the Great Spirit, the Light, the Truth, the Creator we today call God.  But
that was only one of many ‘battles’ of Armageddon, for as the original battle on the
Mount of the ‘plains of Megiddo’ wherein the followers of Bel had a ‘spiritual contest’
(like David and Goliath) wherein the God of Heaven is challenged to ‘show a sign’ to
prove which God was indeed God.



That is one of the obvious indicators of a ‘battle of Armageddon’…when God is
challenged to prove his superiority to the occupants of earth, usually in a contest against
this fertility ‘dynamic duo’ ‘known as Bel-Ishtar (Baal / Ashtoreth) of the Canaanites, or
Min / Hathor of the Egyptians, or Enlil / Ishtar of the ancient Babylonians, and the
Romans called Mars / Venus (Victory).

Thus the reason why during the temptation of Christ by the Devil, Christ was offered all
the kingdoms of the earth was for the simple reason that the Antichrist had won the battle
over Jerusalem, the City of God.

It may have been the dark ages for Europe, but it was days of glory for Islam, the
kingdom built upon the foundation of the rejection of the only begotten Son, and the
religious duty of waging war and using terrorism against these infidels and non-believers
until they submit to Islam [which Ironically means ‘peace’.]

While Europe was experiencing its ‘Reformation’, the ‘Holy Roman Church’ was
experiencing ‘enlightenment’ a ‘Renaissance’ a reawakening to the ‘Arts’.  If Antichrist
was to be defeated, the Protestant Separatist knew they must return to the scriptures,
return to the Word of God, and to bow to none other save Him, rather than a Pope.

The Protestants saw the Holy Roman Empire, as a greater threat, a more wicked
Antichrist than Islam, as they realized that the Devil is known as the greatest deceiver,
and counterfeiter, and by disguising himself as ‘an angel of light’ was able to present
himself as the ‘Commander in Chief’ of the kingdom of God, to intentionally loose the
battle to the forces of Antichrist, and to become servants and slaves of this final kingdom
of Antichrist.

The Pope had accepted Islam as well as all other religions, good and acceptable, all part
of the same God, in other words, returned to its polytheistic foundation.  While the
Protestants understood the reason why their Crusades failed, was because they were
unwittingly fighting on the wrong side, and under the Popes infallible authority were led
astray, led away from the Truth

Rome on the other hand credited the loss to their forsaking their old gods and goddesses,
and quickly began the restoration of the Pantheon and returning their gods to their
rightful and original places of honor in Capitols and Temples throughout the land.

The Sabbath was changed to honor the Sun god Bel, and the Pope expected all to
acknowledge the Sabbath of the Pope rather than the Sabbath day acknowledged by
Christ.

The other holidays associated with the planets, fertility, and the living ones (Zodiac) like
Easter and Christmas were disguised as Christian holy days, and became official State
acknowledged holidays even to this day.



Christ called his generation wicked because they always were asking for a sign.  He
called them a generation of vipers (snakes) for this ‘asking for a sign’ as proof was evil as
it removed the need for faith, for it is written without faith it is impossible to please God.
The asking for a sign was one of the characteristics of the serpents…keep this in mind.

For a ‘sign’ was what the Governor of the Indiana Territories demanded of the Great
Prophet Tecumseh, to prove he was indeed a messenger sent from God.

Many today believe these also are the Last Days, the End Times.


